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Abstract
In this work, a novel graphics processing unit (GPU) distributed sharing
model for hybrid many-core architectures is introduced and employed
in the acceleration of a production-level computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) code. The latest generation graphics hardware allows multiple
processor cores to simultaneously share a single GPU through concurrent kernel execution. This feature has allowed the NASA FUN3D code
to be accelerated in parallel with up to four processor cores sharing a
single GPU. For codes to scale and fully use resources on these and the
next generation machines, codes will need to employ some type of GPU
sharing model–as presented in this work. Findings include the effects of
GPU sharing on overall performance. A discussion of the inherent challenges that parallel unstructured CFD codes face in accelerator-based
computing environments is included, with considerations for future generation architectures. This work was completed by the author in August
2010, and reflects the analysis and results of the time.

1

Introduction

High performance computing systems are undergoing a rapid shift towards the coupling of add-on hardware, such as graphics processing units,
Cell processors and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), with traditional multicore CPU. Hybrid clusters possess unprecedented price-toperformance ratios and high-energy efficiency, having placed in the top
supercomputer rankings [1], and dominated the Green500 list [2]. In
the US, GPU clusters are already used for research in large scale hybrid
computing, including the Lincoln Tesla cluster at the National Center
for Supercomputing Applications [3]. Plans to build many more of these
machines in the very near future are already underway, and while new
codes can be developed with this in mind, an emerging challenge in this
modern heterogeneous computing landscape is updating old software to
make best use of newly available hardware. While a code often achieves
maximum benefit when designed from the start with GPUs in mind, this
is not a viable option for many widely used legacy codes whose development has spanned multiple decades. In these scenarios, the use of
accelerator models in which tasks with large amounts of data parallelism
are ported to GPU code may provide the best solution. While some GPU
codes can demonstrate multiple orders of magnitude speedup, additional
constraints will likely prevent existing high level computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes from realizing these gains, particularly when they
have already been highly optimized for large scale parallel computation,
or when the underlying spatial discretization is unstructured. Additionally, architectures with many CPU cores typically need to share GPU
resources leading to further limits on the increased performance of a code
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utilizing an entire cluster. The goal of the current work is to examine the
appropriateness of hybrid many-core computers for use in computation of
a large scale unstructured CFD legacy code, and to identify bottlenecks
or limitations that need to be addressed on the path towards exascale
computing. In this paper we will examine the acceleration of NASA’s
FUN3D code [4] with a novel GPU distributed sharing model, and discuss the current challenges that face production level unstructured CFD
codes in accelerator based computing environments.

1.1

Related Work

There have been a number of papers demonstrating the impressive performance gains GPU computing can provide to applications across a
wide range of science, engineering and finance disciplines. For brevity,
we will mention here just those most closely related to the FUN3D unstructured Navier-Stokes code. Some relevant works that have ported
CFD codes to GPUs can be found in [5] and [6], who achieved up to
40X speedups for the compressible Euler equations, the latter on an unstructured grid. While both demonstrated significantly faster GPU code
times, we note that neither solved the full compressible Navier-Stokes
equations, and both used explicit Runge-Kutta solvers more suitable for
acceleration than the implicit algorithm in FUN3D. In addition, neither
of these works considered scaling to multiple processors, giving singlecore, single-GPU results against individual CPUs. The report by Jespersen [7] describes the porting of NASA’s OVERFLOW code to the
GPU; but again only for a single core setup and also in a structured grid
environment, which has more favorable memory access patterns. Jespersen [7] replaced the 64-bit implicit SSOR solver with a 32-bit GPU
Jacobi solver, resulting in a 2.5–3X speedup for the solver, and an overall code wall clock time reduction of 40%, representing more realistic
results for a high end CFD code. The work by Cohen and Molemaker [8]
is an excellent resource for anyone considering the development or porting of CFD code for GPU computation, and includes double precision
considerations, an important aspect of CFD in general. We note that
accelerating solvers on multi-GPU desktops [9] is an interesting topic
with enormous benefits, as researchers have supercomputing power on
hand without the need to share resources. We, however, are more concerned with the need to accelerate highly scalable CFD codes on large
clusters with many cores. Reviewing the literature one can see that,
until recently, the vast majority of the research in this field has focused
solely on utilizing a single CPU core with one or more GPUs as the primary source of computational power. Conversely, only a minor amount
of research has considered larger scale computations on many cores with
supporting GPUs, or even sharing a GPU among several CPU cores.
The latter is due to the fact that until the recent release of NVIDIA’s
latest architecture FermiTM cards, concurrent kernel execution was not
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possible, and hence cores had to wait serially for access to a shared GPU.
Gödekke and Strzodka [10–13], among others, have made a substantial
contribution to large scale computing on graphics clusters over the last
several years, with particular focus to the areas of multigrid and finite
element methods. We note some other recent works that have considered
using CFD codes in a GPU cluster environment including [14] where a
16 GPU cluster was used to achieve 88X speedup over a single core on
a block structured MBFLO solver, and [15] who achieved 130X speedup
over 8 CPU cores for incompressible flow with 128 GPUs on the aforementioned Lincoln Tesla cluster. At this time we know of no published
works employing any type of GPU sharing model.

1.2

Challenges

When attempting to develop an accelerated version of a large parallel
CFD code, several challenges present themselves. To start with, these
codes have already been highly optimized for coarse-grain parallelism
usually involving multi-level cached based architectures. One must look
beyond coarse-grain parallelism (e.g., dividing a grid into blocks and
distributing them over multiple CPU cores) and seek fine-grained data
parallel tasks that can be ported to the GPU. If these opportunities exist
for a large scale code, it has the potential to benefit from an added level
of parallelism. Parallel codes also employ MPI communications, which
when used in an accelerator environment will implicitly invoke expensive
GPU-CPU data transfers. Scalability is also a big issue for all production
level CFD codes. With the rising number of CPU cores per processor
coupled with the rising cost and power consumption of an individual
GPU, the probability that future large scale hybrid architectures will be
able to maintain a 1:1 or better ratio of GPUs to CPU cores is not likely.
The new availability of concurrent kernel execution allows multiple cores
to share a single GPU. This feature should allow hybrid codes to scale
on systems with a GPU to CPU ratio below 1. This feature does come
at a price though, as increasing the number of CPU threads which simultaneously share a single GPU puts added demand on the available
memory and could put additional strains on other resources for large kernels. In addition to these challenges, FUN3D’s unstructured-grid solver
is hindered by the unavoidable constraint of out-of-order memory access
patterns, which can cause very poor performance on a GPU. In the remainder of this paper we will give a description of the FUN3D solver
along with the steps taken to port it for GPU computation, followed by
a results and discussion.

2

FUN3D Code

References [16] and [4] describe the software used in the current work.
FUN3D consists of several hundred Fortran95 modules containing ap3

proximately 850,000 lines of source code. The software can be used
to perform steady or time-dependent aerodynamic simulations across
the speed range. Additionally, an extensive list of options and solution
algorithms is available for spatial and temporal discretizations on general static or dynamic mixed-element unstructured meshes which may
or may not contain overset grid topologies. Options for performing
mathematically-rigorous mesh adaptation [17] and formal design optimization [18] using a discrete adjoint formulation are also included. The
package has been distributed to hundreds of organizations and is routinely used by groups in academia, industry, and various government
agencies.

2.1

Mathematical Formulation

The current work focuses on the solution of the compressible Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes equations. For the current study, the spatial discretization uses a finite-volume approach in which the dependent variables are stored at the vertices of tetrahedral meshes. Inviscid fluxes
at control volume interfaces are computed using the upwind scheme of
Roe [19], and viscous fluxes are formed using an approach equivalent to
a finite-element Galerkin procedure [16]. For turbulent flows, the eddy
viscosity is modeled using the one-equation approach of Spalart and Allmaras [20]. An approximate solution of the linear system of equations
formed within each time step is obtained through several iterations of a
multicolor point-iterative scheme. The turbulence model is integrated all
the way to the wall without the use of wall functions and is solved separately from the mean flow equations at each time step with a time integration and linear system solution scheme identical to that employed for
the mean flow equations. In the current implementation, the grid nodes
are numbered using a reverse Cuthill-McKee technique [21] to improve
cache performance during flux and jacobian gather/scatter operations.
However, the multicolor point-iterative scheme forbids physically adjacent unknowns from residing within the same color group. Therefore,
the relaxation scheme is inherently cache unfriendly in its basic form.
Since the majority of the floating point operations required to advance
the solution take place in the relaxation phase, a mapping is introduced
which orders the data in the coefficient matrix by its assigned color as
the individual contributions to the jacobian elements are determined.
In this manner, memory is accessed in ideal sequential order during the
relaxation as would be achieved in a more simplistic scheme such as
point-Jacobi, while the substantial algorithmic benefits (improved stability and convergence) of the multicolor scheme are retained.
4
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Figure 1. Parallel scaling results for FUN3D. Problems are given by node
size, with M equating to millions of nodes. There are approximately 6
times as many tetrahedral cells as there are nodes for a given problem
size. Ares is a rocket geometry and DPW grids represent aircraft configurations from AIAA Drag Prediction Workshops. The linear dashed
line represents ideal scaling.

2.2

Parallelization and Scaling

Parallel scalability to thousands of processors is achieved through domain decomposition and message passing communication. Pre- and postprocessing operations are also performed in parallel using distributed
memory, avoiding the need for a single image of the mesh or solution
at any time and ultimately yielding a highly efficient end-to-end simulation paradigm. Typical scaling performance for the solver on a range
of mesh sizes is shown in Figure 1, with meshes in the millions of nodes.
A mesh typically contains six times as many tetrahedral cells than the
number of nodes, and so the 105 million node mesh equates to 630 million tetrahedral cells. The majority of these results have been generated on a SGI R Altix R ICE platform consisting of dual-socket, quadcore Intel R Xeon R “Harpertown” processors. The data marked “Westmere” has been generated using dual- socket, hex-core “Westmere” processors. The implementation scales well across the range of processing
cores shown.
One factor in maintaining scalable performance within FUN3D is the
load balancing of the computation and communication costs over the processors, which requires efficient partitioning of the underlying unstruc5

tured grid. The mesh partitioning software Metis and ParMetis [22, 23]
is used by many CFD codes. Metis’ partitioning objectives attempt to
evenly distribute the number of nodes (work) to each processor, while
minimizing the number of adjacent elements assigned to different processors (communication). In graph theory, these objectives translate to
minimizing the edge-cuts and minimizing the total communication volume.

3

GPU Acceleration

To improve the performance of the FUN3D code, a minimally invasive accelerator model has been implemented in which code portions are ported
to the GPU. This allows for an increase in speed without altering the
proven methods of the underlying solvers. The FUN3D code portion targeted for acceleration was the point implicit subroutine used for groups
of 5x5 matrix equations which represent the linearized form of the discrete mean flow equations. These correspond to the density, velocity
and pressure variables ρ, u, v, w, and p. This routine can account for
as much as 70% of the program’s total CPU time (such as when solving
the Euler equations), but is typically closer to 30% (RANS), depending on the required number of sweeps by the colored Gauss-Seidel (GS)
solver for the particular problem. Cache size can play a significant role
on this routine and on unstructured codes in general. For this reason
along with the need for concurrent kernel execution capabilities, only
the latest generation NVIDIA Fermi(TM) architecture hardware is targeted, since these possess true L1 and L2 caches which were previously
unavailable. On the CPU side, each core performs the colored GS solve
sequentially, so a natural mapping to the GPU is created with single
threads computing the solutions to the individual 5x5 block solves of a
color in parallel. A CUDA C subroutine call has been inserted into the
original Fortran point_solve_5 (PS5) subroutine to carry out the code
porting. The computation of the right hand side (RHS) solve between
colors has effectively been moved to the GPU when sufficient available
memory and double precision capabilities are present. A general outline
of PS5 is given in Algorithm 1, noting single precision (SP), double precision (DP) and mixed precision (MP) segments. For the test problems,
10,000s to 100,000s of threads are launched, each computing an entire
5x5 block solve corresponding to an individual equation for the particular
color. CUDA C was chosen because it allows for the most explicit user
control over the previously mentioned Fermi architecture GPUs that we
are employing as accelerators. CUDA C also provides portability as it
is widely used and the compiler is freely available. Given the code, one
could (with a little effort) extend this capability to other accelerators
with OpenCL, as the language extensions are similar. In general, any
accelerator used must have capabilities for both concurrent kernel exe6

cution and double precision arithmetic, though there are exceptions that
will be discussed further.
Algorithm 1 PS5 Subroutine Outline
for color = 1 to max colors do
b(:) = residual(:)
// Begin RHS solve
for n = start to end do
Step 1. Compute off diagonal contributions
for j = istart to iend do
bi = bi − Σi6=j Ai,j ∗ xicol (SP)
end for
Step 2. Compute 5x5 forward solve (DP)
Step 3. Compute 5x5 back solve (DP)
Step 4. Compute sum contribution, update RHS (MP)
Step 5. Accumulate Sum Contributions (GPU Only)
end for
// End color, do MPI communication
Call MPI transfer
end for

3.1

GPU Distributed Sharing Model

The GPU code has been developed with four different CUDA subroutines; the first dedicated for a single core-single GPU scenario, and the
remaining three for multi-core scenarios that require MPI communication transfers at the end of each color sweep. The MPI versions are
based on what we call a GPU distributed sharing model. We will define
this as an accelerator model where work is efficiently distributed across
multiple processors that share a single GPU. This should be done in such
a manner that, if necessary, the CPU cores perform some amount of the
computational work that would otherwise be done by the GPU to ensure that kernel execution remains optimal. This is an important concept
since large kernels can place large demands on available GPU resources
when called simultaneously, particularly when they use many registers
and large chunks of shared and constant memory. In fact, if too many
resources are required, kernels from multiple threads could be scheduled
to execute sequentially, causing a substantial or complete loss of performance gains. Sharing kernel work with multiple CPU threads should
also reduce core idle time, leading to more resource efficient execution.
One constraint we have found inherent to this model is a reduction in
available GPU memory. As data is distributed to multiple CPU cores,
there are more individual structures that are padded when put into GPU
memory, leading to a reduction in the available global memory for each
additional thread. In all of our test cases on a GTX 480 card, each
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additional thread sharing the GPU reduces the available global memory
predictably within the 63–68 MB range, independent of problem size.
This yields an average loss of approximately 66.7 MB of available memory per shared CPU thread, for exactly the same amount of data being
stored.
We consider GPU sharing to be an important feature of new and
future hybrid CFD codes. We recognize that on a large shared hybrid
cluster one could simply use one core per GPU, allowing the remaining
cores of a node to be allocated to other tasks. However, with a scalable
CFD code it is optimal to utilize as many cores as possible, since this
should lead to the best overall performance. Consider running a CFD
code that easily scales to thousands of cores on a 256 GPU cluster.
Clearly, one would produce better times with 1,024 cores and 256 GPUs
than with only 256 cores and 256 GPUs, even if the speedup over the
CPU cores alone was not as dramatic.

3.2

CUDA Subroutines

We will now present the four new CUDA subroutines introduced into
the FUN3D code, and note that only solution data transfers to and from
the GPU are required within the subroutine itself. All other necessary
data is transferred externally in optimal locations. Also note that these
subroutines only replace a single sweep of the colored GS solver, as MPI
communications are typically necessary after every sweep.
• gs_gpu : The first subroutine is for a straightforward 1 core to 1
GPU setup where the entire GS solve is done in CUDA. The kernel
for this scenario computes the entire RHS solve, and is called repeatedly through the color sweeps without any data transfers. In
this case, a single GPU thread maps to a single control volume,
computing its own 5x5 block solve (steps one through four in Algorithm 1). After a thread synchronization, the kernel keeps five
threads to accumulate the sum contributions for the five variables
(step 5 of Algorithm 1) before moving on to the next color. This
scenario does not require MPI communication and hence provides
the biggest performance gains, but is limited to a single processor.
We will refer to this routine as gs_gpu, which does not require concurrent kernel execution. The kernel for this routine allocates 21
registers per thread, and 136 bytes of constant memory per thread
block at compile time, as found by the --ptxas-options=-v compiler option. It requires one CPU to GPU solution transfer at the
beginning of the call, and one GPU to CPU transfer at the end,
but none between colors. We note that our unstructured code is
unable to effectively use the 48 KB shared memory space, and opt
instead to swap this larger section with the 16 KB L1 cache space
using the cudaFuncSetCacheConfig function. Using the larger L1
8

cache space provides a noticeable 6% performance increase over the
smaller version for this routine.
• gs_mpi0 : This case is identical to that above in terms of the
GPU kernel, however, it assumes that an MPI communication is
required at the end of each color. Here, the CUDA routine must
copy the solution back from the GPU and return it to the Fortran
subroutine to perform the transfer, providing additional overhead.
We will refer to this routine as gs_mpi0, which uses the same kernel
as gs_gpu and hence maintains identical GPU resource allocation
properties. This routine, along with the other MPI CUDA routines,
require two additional data transfers (one CPU to GPU and one
GPU to CPU) for each color.
• gs_mpi1 : This subroutine is the first to consider the effects of GPU
sharing, by attempting to reduce the kernel size and distribute
a small portion of the workload to the CPU. When developing
kernels, one must try to reduce CPU-GPU memory copies at all
costs, even if that means performing less than ideal tasks on the
GPU side. The kernel of the first two subroutines performs a final
accumulation of sum contributions with a mere 5 threads; and so
this portion of code does not benefit from mass thread parallelism,
but does reduce transfer overhead by keeping sum contributions on
the GPU. As more threads share the GPU, this potential overhead
can be reduced since multiple CPU cores can copy their respective
sum contributions back in parallel. Once there, the more powerful
CPU cores should be able to perform the accumulations faster.
This concept is implemented in subroutine gs_mpi1. Moving this
small amount of work to the CPU reduces the constant memory
by a mere 8 bytes and does not reduce the kernel register count.
• gs_mpi2 : The final subroutine was designed to execute with many
threads sharing a single GPU. It shares a substantial amount of
computation with the CPU, and also eliminates all double precision calculations from the GPU side. This is accomplished by
cutting the kernel short and computing the double precision forward and backward solves along with the sum and solution updates
on the CPU, only computing step 1 of Algorithm 1 on the GPU.
In the process, the need to transfer the diagonal of a matrix is
eliminated, leading to a reduction in data transfer costs and more
importantly, freeing up valuable global memory space. The kernel
for this subroutine reduces the register count by 1, while maintaining the same constant memory requirements as the kernel of
gs_mpi1.
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Cores
1
2
4
8

1
339,206
168,161
85,339
42,824

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

171,045
84,626
40,608

84,861
42,828

84,380
42,622

42,555

42,525

42,726

42,518

Table 1. The grid partitioning shows that the grid-node distributions
are well balanced as the number of processors vary.

Figure 2. Test problem 1 grid (left) and GPU computed pressure solution for p/p∞ (right). Generic wing-body geometry, contains 339,206
nodes and 1,995,247 tetrahedral cells. Pressure solution obtained at
convergence of the FUN3D solver (132 iterations). Inviscid flow, Mach
Number = 0.3, Angle of Attack = 2.0 degrees.

4

Test Problems

The GPU accelerated FUN3D code has been tested with a number of
problem sizes ranging from approximately 16,000 to 1.1 million grid
nodes (96,000–6.6 million elements). This section describes two particular test problems in details; the first case is inviscid, the second is
viscous.

4.1

Test Problem 1

The first test problem is a generic wing-body geometry, which is a pure
tetrahedral grid with 37,834 triangular boundary faces, 339,206 Nodes
and 1,995,247 Cells. The node partitioning is given in Table 1, and the
surface grid is shown in Figure 2 along with the GPU-computed pressure
solution for p/p∞ at convergence. This setup calls 20 PS5 sweeps per
iteration, accounting for approximately 70% of the FUN3D total run
time. This problem is inviscid, has a Mach number of 0.3 and an angle
of attack of 2.0 degrees.
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Figure 3. Test problem 2 grid (left) and GPU computed pressure solution for p/p∞ (right). DLR-F6 wing-body configuration, contains approximately 650,000 nodes and 3.9 million tetrahedral cells. Turbulent
flow, Mach Number = 0.76, Angle of Attack = 0.0 degrees, Reynolds
Number = 1, 000, 000.

4.2

Test Problem 2

The second problem is a DLR-F6 wing-body configuration used in the
second international AIAA Drag Prediction Workshop (DPW-II) [24].
The versions used here include the coarse grid containing 1,121,301 nodes
and 6,558,758 tetrahedral cells, and also a reduced grid with approximately 650,000 nodes and 3.9 million tetrahedral cells. In this case, PS5
corresponds to approximately 30% of the total FUN3D wall clock time.
The smaller grid along with the corresponding GPU computed pressure
solution for p/p∞ are given in Figure 3, corresponding to a turbulent
solution with a Mach number of 0.76, an angle of attack of 0.0 degrees
and a Reynolds number of 1 million.

5

Results and Discussion

Two machines were used for timing studies: a dual socket Dell workstation with Intel Xeon 5080 CPUs (2 cores @ 3.73 GHz, 2 MB L2) and a
single NVIDIA GTX 480 GPU. The second machine is a small Beowulf
GPU cluster with a head node and two Fermi equipped compute nodes
connected by a gigabit switch. Each compute node possesses an AMD
Athlon II X4 620 processor (4 cores @ 2.6 GHz, 2 MB L2) and a single
NVIDIA GTX 470 card.

5.1

Single Core Performance

Performance results for a single sweep of the PS5 solver on the GTX
480 workstation for a range of grid node sizes are given in Figure 4.
The best performing subroutine, gs_gpu, achieves a speedup of approximately 5.5X regardless of problem size. Performance for the gs_mpi0
11

routine which utilizes the same CUDA kernel is cut in half as a result
of CPU-GPU data transfers necessary for MPI communication between
colors. We see that version gs_mpi2 comes closest to the performance of
gs_gpu, and believe that this is due to the removal of double precision
calculations, as the GeForce series cards have been purposely de-tuned
for these. We speculate that gs_mpi1 would achieve the best MPI performance in the presence of higher end Tesla series cards with full double
precision capabilities. Single core speedups on the Beowulf cluster are
not as good, with a best case of 4.75X. This is due to the fact that
the CPU times are slightly better on a single AMD core, and that the
GTX 470 is slightly less capable than the 480 model. For the single
core scenario on both machines, the overall FUN3D code is accelerated
by a factor of 2X or more for test problem 1, which spends about 70%
of its total CPU time in the PS5 subroutine. We note that our CUDA
subroutines execute the fastest with only 8–16 threads per block, well
below the NVIDIA minimum recommendation of 64. This is likely due
to the additional cache resources available to each thread. While we are
primarily concerned with large scale parallel applications, these single
core results provide valuable insight. We have learned here that even in
the absence of MPI transfers, speedups are limited and well below the
bar set by so many other GPU accelerated applications. We do note,
however, that larger cache sizes could help narrow the gap between this
unstructured code and those that benefit from ordered memory access
patterns. We also find that in a single core setting our GPU accelerated
implicit solver has exceeded the 2.5–3X speedup achieved by that of the
OVERFLOW code [7], perhaps a more fitting standard for comparison.

5.2

Multiple Core Performance

The Beowulf GPU cluster allows us to study scenarios up to 8 cores, 2
GPUs. Figures 5 and 6 show strong and weak scaling results. Strong
scaling within a single node shows the limitations of a GPU distributed
sharing model, namely, that if developed properly, the GPU code should
execute at approximately the same speed regardless of the number of
cores per GPU. Due to this factor, local CPU scaling will ultimately
provide the limit on the number of cores that can share a single GPU. We
see here from the strong scaling figure that a core limit is not reached for
this machine, but it would likely be four with more cores present. Weak
scaling results are comparable to the original code on two nodes, but
testing on a larger cluster is needed to provide better insight. Viewing
the weak scaling results, we find that in a grid node for grid node manner
the PS5 subroutine runs about 40% faster when the nodes employ GPUs.
This may not seem significant considering the high expectations of GPU
accelerated codes, but one must consider that the code is unstructured,
there are 20 or more CPU-GPU solution transfers per sweep (one to the
GPU and one back to the CPU for each GS color), and this is achieved
12
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Figure 4. CPU and GPU performances for a single PS5 sweep with
varying test case sizes. Tests were run on a single core of an Intel Xeon
5080 CPU mated with a single NVIDIA GTX 480 GPU.
with four processor cores sharing a single low cost (about $350) gaming
card.

5.3

Discussion

While the results obtained in this work are limited to a 2X overall code
speedup, they do indicate future potential for the use of large GPU
clusters with production level unstructured CFD codes. Considering that
GPU chips are advancing at a faster pace than CPU versions, this code
may perform substantially better on the next generation architecture
with larger cache sizes and faster memory access speeds. Table 2 provides
a look at the rapid advancements occurring in GPU technology, which
is beginning to noticeably outpace those of CPUs. Should these trends
continue with more available cache and faster memory access speeds,
hybrid clusters will become much more amenable to the acceleration
of unstructured codes. However, if GPUs are to play an integral role in
large scale parallel computations involving high level codes, data transfer
technologies will also need to improve to reduce the performance penalty
incurred through CPU-GPU data transfers, as these will provide the
biggest bottleneck.

6

Conclusions

The FUN3D code has been accelerated in a parallel setting with as many
as 4 processor cores sharing a single low cost GeForce series GPU by uti13
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Figure 5. Strong scaling within a single node for a single sweep of the
PS5 subroutine using CUDA version gs mpi2. Tests were run on 2 nodes
of a Beowulf GPU cluster, each running an AMD Athlon II X4 quad
core processor and NVIDIA GTX 470 GPU. Strong scaling results use a
340,000 grid node test problem on one node.
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the PS5 subroutine using CUDA version gs mpi2. Tests were run on 2
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Architecture
G80
GT200
Fermi

Year
2006
2008
2010

Cores
112
240
448

L1 Cache
16 KB 1
24 KB 1
48/16 KB 3

L2 Cache
128 KB 2
256 KB 2
768 KB

Memory Access Speed
57.6 GB/s GDDR3
102 GB/s GDDR3
144 GB/s GDDR5

Table 2. GPU architecture evolution from G80, which approximately
coincided with the release of Intel’s quad core CPUs, to Fermi which
coincided with the release of Intel’s six core processors. GPU advancements over the last few years have noticeably outpaced those of CPUs.
Representative GPUs are: G80-GeForce 8800 GT, GT200-Tesla C1060,
Fermi-Tesla C2050. 1 shared memory, 2 texture memory, 3 Configurable
L1/shared memory.
lizing a novel GPU distributed sharing model. The increased double
precision capabilities of a new Tesla series card may provide for acceleration with more cores per GPU, but at the time of this writing, we do not
possess the hardware. The introduction of true L1 and L2 cache spaces
along with concurrent kernel execution capabilities in the Fermi chip has
opened the door for viable acceleration of large scale production level
unstructured CFD codes. If current hardware trends continue as highlighted in the discussion, much more meaningful performance gains from
this and other unstructured hybrid codes may be realized in the next
generation. Ultimately, however, when considering the parallel nature of
production level CFD codes it seems necessary that new hardware models should be developed to rapidly increase the speed of CPU-GPU data
transfers, as these currently provide a serious bottleneck when scaling to
multiple cores. Most advanced numerical methods require frequent sharing of information, and so advanced scalable codes can not be expected
to run long GPU calculations without frequent external communication.
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